Afmfract -In this paper, closed-form expressions are presented which model the frequency-dependent even-and odd-mode characteristics of parallel coupled nderostrip fines with hitherto unattained accuracy and range of valWy. They include the effeetive dielectric constants, the characteristic impedances using the power-cument formulation, as well as the open-end equivalent lengths for the two fundamental modes on coupled microstrip. The formulas are acenrate into the millimeter-wave region. They are based on an extensive set of accurate numericaf data which were generated by a rigorous spectral-domain hybrid-mode approach and are believed to represent a substantial improvement compared to the state-of-the-art and with respeet to the computer-aided design of conpled microstrip filters, directional couplers, and related components.
The range of validity to which the given accuracies apply is
where u = w/h denotes normalized strip width and g = s/h is the normalized line spacing. This covers the typical range of technically meaningful parameters.
Since the correct asymptotic behavior, with respect to the physical parameters, has been incorporated into the equations described here, the equations can even be applied beyond the limits of range (l), although with reduced accuracy. This is also true with respect to the frequency dependence, which is introduced here using the normalized quantity fn, where
and the upper limit of which will be given separately for each set of expressions. The influence of a conducting cover plate or of lateral shielding walls is not taken into account in the derived expressions, i.e., the shielding is assumed to be far enough and of negligible effect on the line parameters. This is in agreement with usual microstrip circuit design practice. If corrections for small cover height appear to become necessary in a design, the correction formulas given by March [25] can be applied. Also, the finite thickness of the strip conductors is not accounted for in the formulas listed below. error by not more than 0.7 percent for the range of applicability (l), while the corresponding odd-mode value, Ccff (0), is in error by about 4 percent in the case of low dielectric constants and large widths and spacings. For this reason, only the static value of~ef~e(0) has been adopted here from [24] and is rewritten as c,ff,(0) = 0.5(c, +1)+0
.5(c, -1).
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b,(c,) = 0.564( (<, -0.9)/(6, + 3))0"053.
. arctan (2.481 (c,/8)0"946) In contrast to this, the static odd-mode parameter c.fffO) has been remodeled for an improved accuracy of 0.5 percent over the range (1) and is given by c,ffo(0) = (0.5(f, +1)+ ao(u,tr)+ceff
where the quantity Ceff (0) 
This is a generalization of Getsinger's dispersion relation 
and with P7 = 1 + 4.069P6g0479exp ( -1.347g0595 -0.17g2 5). QI = 0.8695. UO'194 For the odd-mode effective dielectric constant, the effect Q2 = 1 +0.7519g +0.189 . g23' . u2"5/(1 +0.033 U2"5)).
In the above equations, C.ff ( fn ) denotes the single microstrip effective dielectric constant as described in The quantity Z~(j.) is the frequency-dependent power-current characteristic impedance formulation of a single microstrip with width w [31] . The range of applicability (1) applies again, and the impedance equations (10) and (11) are valid up to fn = 20, with a maximum error smaller than 2.5 percent. If the specified upper value of the substrate dielectric constant is reduced from 18 to 12.9, the expressions can be used up to ffl = 25 without a decrease in accuracy. This would correspond to about 40 GHz for a 25-roil-thick substrate. Modeling accuracy is typically better than 1.5 percent if usage is restricted to c, <12,9 and fn <15. As outlined for the effective dielectric constants, additional limitations may have to be regarded in an actual microstrip circuit.
Pictorial representation of (5)- (7), and (10), (11) is given in Figs. 2(a) normalized line spacing g = s/h as a parameter, these curves allow interpolation to obtain frequency-dependent even-and odd-mode impedance values for design.
Analytical expressions for the even-and odd-mode open-end equivalent lengths of the coupled microstrip section [37] are also reproduced here for completeness. The meaning of these quantities is illustrated in Fig. 1 .exp(-0.328g2244
with Rl=l.187. + (1.025(,/(0.687+ c,) ).g(09586F~0706+crJ).
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